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Feedback: 
1. Scientist: 

a. Call News ‘NewsFeed’ 
b. Add place to add a URL to source for post 
c. Questions shouldn’t be divided by region, only the resources 
d. Differentiate resources: Professionals (or contacts) and vendors of supplies. 
e. Vendor list  

i. Should contain a disclaimer - “cannot validate vendor” 
ii. Categories of seed companies, co-ops, fertilizer companies 

1. Small descriptions 
iii. Should be able to edit  
iv. Do not yet have all the resources that are available for each resource  
v. Should have a title of vendor 

f. Embedded calendar through Drupal OR Oklahoma conservation commission will 
eventually have a calendar, our site could contain a link to theirs  

2. User Experience Expert (Nichole): 
a. “Questions” in the navigation bar should be changed to “post a question” to make 

it more clear what that item is used for.  
b. Ensure that FAQ is accessible from all views. 
c. Add cancel/delete button for posting questions and answers. 
d. Add FAQ link for errors that links to an explanation for the error (such as 404) 
e. Add option to save a draft and finish contents of question or answer later.  
f. Ensure that the vendor view is mobile friendly (the table may not translate well to 

mobile)  
3. User Experience Expert (Ruby): 

a. Delete/edit questions on “ask question view”.  
i. Add option to cancel 

b. Option to save and finish a question or answer later. 
c. Ensure consistent language for navigation bar items  
d. Make it easier to assess FAQ view  

4. HU4628 Heuristic Evaluation: 
a. The site’s design and changes to that design should make use of Nielsen’s 

general principles of design 
b. The site makes use of the principle of “Consistency and standards” by 

incorporating common web design practices for the menus and navigation 

https://www.drupal.org/project/calendar


c. “Match between the system and the real world” - The sites uses language familiar 
to its users, especially since experts will be providing much of the content 

d. “Aesthetic and minimalist design” - the site does not overwhelm the user with 
options for available actions. The site presents only the currently relevant content 
to the user 

5. Instructors: 
a. Both questions/answers and resources 
b. Link back to homepage at bottom or top 
c. Add help icons to help users figure out what they are doing 
d. Be more specific in what the navigation bar items mean or consider removing it 

all together in favor of in page links  
e. Figure out how to categorize the tags 

6. Presentation feedback: 
a. Edit/Delete Question view 
b. Add FAQ (but call it help) and categorize (Tags) 
c. Add Cancel button on Answer + Ask Question (With are you sure? 

verification). 
d. Link to “what is a 404?” FAQ (called help) page on the 404 page.  
e. Make a choice (two radio buttons) for whether post should be direct link 

or her own post.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

What we are deciding to change: 
1. Link back to homepage on bottom or top (example!) 

a. When on mobile view, the navigation bar may be a pain to deal with. 
Because of this, adding a link would make it easier to get back. When 
viewing a list. This can be a simple link or an arrow image that says “bring 
me back!” 

2. Change “Newsfeed” language 
a. After multiple conversations among the team and with the scientists, we 

have decided we need to clarify the language we use for the newsfeed and 
the items within the newsfeed (which are now called “news_items” within 
the database schema) 

3. Add footer to XD prototype (and eventually HTML pages) 
a. Adding a footer will allow for a hub of miscellaneous links that will allow 

for do not fit into other categories or navigation bar items.  
i. Footer does not exist in the Xd mock-ups but exists in the 

functional prototype.  



ii. Both prototypes need one of the logos provided by Amy 
4. Calendar link 

a. One of the features that Amy wanted was an event calendar. We decided 
that within our time frame, it would be unlikely that we could finish this. 
However, the Oklahoma Conservation Commission has a calendar on their 
site. Instead of creating the calendar, we will just be putting a link to that 
calendar in the footer of our application.  

i. If time allows, we will implement the calendar in our application.  
5. Update columns for vendors and professionals 

a. Based on the data given to us by Amy, we will need to change the columns 
for the resources to reflect the types of vendors and professionals.  

i. Need to be changed to reflect the database scheme outlined in our 
Design document  

6. Differentiate vendors and professionals  
a. Need some way to indicate that resource is a professional or a vendor on 

the resources page, and will change columns as needed. 
7.  Enable editing of vendors and professionals 

a. Allow for moderators and/or admins to add, delete, or edit the vendor and 
professional list  

8. Clicking on specific region enables selection of viewing the questions or the 
resources 

a. When clicking on the map, need to implement a way for users to select if 
they would like to view the region specific questions, or the region specific 
resources.  


